
A commitment to Europe - Traditional
company DENSO attracts market

With the withdrawal of a market competitor, DENSO WAVE EUROPE is positioning itself as the

alternative for Auto-ID solutions.

DüSSELDORF, NORTH RHINE-WESTPHALIA, GERMANY, July 23, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- There

is movement in the European market for Auto-ID products. A major market player, Casio, has

decided to discontinue its Auto-ID solutions division in Europe. For many end customers, this

raises the question of how mobile computing can remain operational in their segments. DENSO

WAVE EUROPE, a member of the Toyota Group, is prepared to close the resulting gap. Some

voices may predict weaknesses in the EU economic area, but DENSO WAVE EUROPE believes that

the market has a strong future considering its 360 million citizens and customers for Auto-ID

solutions in sectors such as logistics, manufacturing, and retail. There is a wide range of Auto-ID

products to choose from. All proven products, such as the mobile computers of the BHT-M

series, i.e. BHT-M60, BHT-M70, and BHT-M80 (all available with the Android 13 operating system),

can be used quickly and easily in day-to-day business.

The traditional company DENSO WAVE EUROPE has always been committed to responding to the

needs of its customers, says Viv Bradshaw, Technical Consulting and Solutions Product Manager:

"What has made us strong in Europe for over 30 years has been the dedication to strive for

perfection. The culture of DENSO WAVE EUROPE's home country, Japan, has been successfully

implemented in all areas. This is particularly evident in the longevity of our terminals, their

constant modernization, and, above all, the proximity to our customers, no matter where they

need us in Europe. We know our way around Europe."

DENSO WAVE EUROPE is a technology-driven company with a strong people-to-people culture.

There are sales and service partners at numerous locations throughout Europe so that every

customer receives fast local support. Frank Rissler, Channel Development Manager, knows

exactly what new customers expect from DENSO WAVE EUROPE. He emphasizes: "In today's

world, face-to-face customer support by telephone is often lacking. Our service, on the other

hand, meets the highest standards. We organized this early on and continue to do so at our

location in Düsseldorf." And: "The European market is important to us and we are prepared to

seamlessly close any gaps." Viv Bradshaw adds: "We implement the highest standards with our

devices and Auto-ID solutions and are therefore focused on long-lasting, sustainable quality."

DENSO WAVE EUROPE's solutions range from premium RFID readers, handheld terminals /
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mobile computers, and barcode scanners to complex and cloud-based IoT data management

systems.

DENSO WAVE EUROPE managers are available for interviews. For interview requests please

contact our press officer Rafael Pilsczek on +49 (0) 170 310 79 72.
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